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US Futures-World Markets: Democrats are poised to take control of the Senate as results in Georgia suggest 
they will win both seats. Nasdaq futures are sinking on this news, as investors fear stronger regulation for 
Big Tech and higher corporate taxes. The 10-year yield is over the psychological 1% level. Expectations is for 
inflation coming sooner with blowout spending of Bernie Sanders wing. Banks and bitcoin are higher for this 
reason. Value stocks (Russell 2000 is +2% premarket) have the upper-hand over growth names because of 
fiscal stimulus. An expansion of healthcare benefits has that sector gaining ground. While it is a blue sweep, 
it’s a marginal one at best, so let’s see how much actually changes because of the Georgia results. Can the big 
ideas: eliminating the filibuster and statehood for Puerto Rico and the District of Columbia get passed in this 
environment? We shall see. Susan Collins looks a whole lot prettier this morning to Republicans. Crude oil is 
+1% after yesterday’s massive rally. S&P Futures vs. Fair Value: -10.30, 10-Yr Yield: 1.03%. 
 
CORE Headlines: 

 Democrats won one U.S. Senate race in Georgia and surged ahead in another, moving closer to a 
stunning sweep that would give them control of the chamber and the power to advance President-
elect Joe Biden's policy goals.-Reuters 

 UnitedHealth Group has agreed to buy Change Healthcare for $7.84 billion in cash, the companies 
said, to beef up its portfolio of healthcare technology services.-Reuters 

 China's Alibaba Group plans to raise at least $5 billion through the sale of a U.S. dollar-denominated 
bond this month, four people with knowledge of the matter said, amid regulatory scrutiny of co-
founder Jack Ma's empire.-Reuters 

 Vice President Mike Pence told President Trump that he does not have the power to block certification 
of presidential election results. Several Republicans are expected to object to results today, but this 
will not change the outcome.-NYT 

 Governor Mike DeWine signs "stand your ground" gun rights bill.-NBC (Shocked that is actual news.) 
 AMC CEO Adam Aron says his company is still looking to raise another $550 mln.-CNBC (Talk about an 

impossible job. Running a movie theater chain? That is worse than running an equity research dept.) 
 The NYSE is in the hot seat after a baffling flip-flop in which it first said it would delist three Chinese 

companies to comply with an executive order from Trump, only to reverse itself four days later.-WSJ 
(Something seems fishy to me.) 

 Hong Kong police arrested dozens of opposition politicians over alleged subversion, part of an 
investigation under a national security law that targeted the leaders in the biggest sweep since 
Beijing’s clampdown on the special administrative region.-WSJ (But let’s make sure US co.’s play nice 
with Beijing. Give me a break.) 

 Trump signed an executive order Tuesday banning transactions with eight Chinese-connected apps, 
including the Alipay platform owned by Ant Group and apps owned by tech giant Tencent Holdings, 
claiming they access private user data.-WSJ 

 A court in Beijing ruled that Amazon will be barred from using its cloud-computing business’s AWS 
logo in China because it belongs to a Chinese software services company, adding to the company’s 
problems in the country.-WSJ 
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 Impossible Foods is cutting wholesale prices for the second time in less than a year as demand for its 
fake meat soars—it wants distributors to pass the 15 percent discount on plant-based patties and 
sausages along to customers.-NYP 

 Germany will extend its coronavirus lockdown until the end of the month and bar non-essential travel 
in hard-hit areas as the government seeks to counter a surge in new infections, which has caused 
some hospitals to reach the limits of their capacity.-FT 

 The FBI, the NSA, and other US security agencies confirmed that Russia is responsible for a massive 
cyber-attack that compromised federal agencies and that seems to have sought to gather intelligence 
rather than to manipulate data for destructive ends.-FT (Europe can enjoy the Nordic pipeline.) 

 The World Bank says that the strength of a global economic recovery will depend on how successful 
countries’ coronavirus vaccine rollouts are, and that delays in getting people the shots could risk 
cutting this year’s growth rate in half.-FT 

 
Interesting Reads/Charts: 
 
 
Charts from The Daily Shot: 
 
Goldman sees the S&P 500 at 4,300 by the end of the year as earnings rebound. 

 
Source: @ISABELNET_SA, @GoldmanSachs   
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Investors shifted away from technology and consumer staples ETFs and into real estate ETFs last 
month. 

 
Source: SPDR Americas Research, @mattbartolini   
 
Recently, hedge funds have been buying more tech stocks as they pare back consumer discretionary 
longs. 

 
Source: Goldman Sachs   
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The minimum wage is rising in a number of states. 

 
Source: The Economist   Read full article   
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Morgan Stanley expects inflation to climb well above 2% next year. 

 
Source: Morgan Stanley Research   
 
China’s stock market is at multi-year highs. 
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Hong Kong’s business activity slipped back into contraction mode in December. 
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Bitcoin blasted past $35k. 

 
  
So far, buying pressure is below its 2014 extreme, and the cryptocurrency remains in a long-term uptrend.  

 
Source: @DantesOutlook    
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Trading volume across the top crypto exchanges surged on Monday, hitting an all-time high.  

 
Source: CryptoCompare   
 
Copper hit the highest level since 2013. 

 
  
US corn futures front contract is trading near $5 per bushel for the first time since 2014 (there was a 
massive drought in 2013). 
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Government debt climbed sharply last year. 

 
Source: @financialtimes   Read full article   
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Expensive Senate races: 

 
Source: @axios   Read full article   
 
How often would you like to work from home? 

 
Source: @WSJ   Read full article   
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Air travelers in the US: 

 
Source: @WSJ   Read full article   
 
Nothing on this email/website constitutes legal, tax, accounting or other professional expert advice. 
When reviewing the attached material, it is important to remember that past performance is not 
indicative of future results. 
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